Abstract-Criteria for the L-stability of linear and nonlinear timevarying feedback systems are given. These are conditions in the time domain involving the solution of certain associated matrix Riccati equations and permitting the use of a very general class of Lroperators as multipliers.
I. INTRODKCTIOX
The problem of deriving criteria for the &-stability of systems containing a linear time-varying operator and a memoryless nonlinearity in cascade, i n a negative feedback loop, is not amenable to simple treatment, owing to the difficulty in obtaining positivity conditions for rime-varying operators. I<ecently, n'illems [ l ] , [2] , a-5 vie11 RX Estrada and newer [3] , have obtained conditions for the positivity of systems with a statespace description. in terms of an associated matrix lliccati equation. Here, we follow this approach and give ronditions for the positivity and stability of time-varying systems. The poaitivity conditi~~n obtailled here is the same as that given ill [ 3 ] , but the method of derivation is felt to be simpler and more direct and 1135 been inspired by the work of \Tillem:
Although the altalyris is collcerlled with finite-dimensional singleinput single-output systems, the extension to the general case is straightforward.
PROBLEN FORMULATIOX
,\'otation and Definitions: Here, detailed definitions will be omitted as these can be found in an earlier paper by the authors [4]. Some new notation will be introduced.
Let $E denote the class of linear causal operators H in L?, with an ext.ernal (input-output) description, i.e., H E ZPE =) 3 a map h :
where U H ( . ) : R + -+ R is the input to H and y~( .): The method of solution to this problem by factoring the open loop into two positive ( r ) operators, one of which is strongly positive ( e ) and has finite gain, is by now well established, and the introd u d o n of "multipliers" to render flexibility to this approach is well known [4].
M A I N RESULTS
Lemma: An operator H E QIM is positive ( e ) if: a)
and b) there exists a real symmetric bounded nonnegative-definite n X n matrix RH(^) satisfying the Riccat.i equation ( $ z~' ( t ) [ k~( t ) 
kH(t) = ;dH-'(t)[cH(t) -RH(t)bH(t)I [bH'(t)RH(t) -CH'(t)] -[ R H (~) A H (~)
+
+ R a ( t ) A d f ) + A~' ( t ) R~( t ) l z~( t ) + ra'(t)RH(t)be(t)uH(t) -U H (~) C H ' (~) T H (~) -d H ( t ) U z r 2 ( t ) } dt, (3.5)
since H E 61.u.
If the RHS 5 0, then (3.4) is satisfied. We will show this by proving that, if RH(!) is a solution of (3.2), t.he integrand on the RHS I 0. Kow, the integrand on t.he RHS of (3.5) is
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<&H'(t)[kia(t) + R~( t ) A a ( t ) + A~' ( t W~( t ) l z~( t ) + sup [zH'(t)Rrr(t)bH(t)UH(t) -U H (~) C H ' (~~H (~) a~( . ) E L z c -d H ( t h L H 2 ( t ) l .
(3.6) Now evaluate the supremum on the RHS by differentiating this with respect to u H ( f ) and setting it equal t,o zero. Thus, on solving, we get.
u x ( t ) = $dH-'(t)[sH'(t)RH(t)bH(t) -C H ' ( t ) T H ( t ) l (3.7)
and, because of (3.1), this U H (~) , for which the supremum is attained, exist,s. Substit,uting in (3.6) and simplifying, we have
RHS of (3.6) = &~' ( t ) ( f ?~( t ) + RH(f)AB(t) + AH'(t)Ra(t) + %dH-l(t)[RH(t)bH(f) -cx(t)l [ b x ' ( t ) R d t ) -cx'(t)l J S H ( t )
= 0, because of (3.2). Hence, the desired result follows. 
where @x(.) = CH'(.)ZH(.) + [ d~( -) -E ] u H ( . ) .
Hence, (3.8) holds if H is positive ( e ) with respect to the new output g H ( . ), Le., with d~( .
Q.E.D.
Using t,his lemma, the proofs of the following stability theorems are straightforward.
Theorem 1 (Linear System): If t.here exists an operator f l r i E n QrM such that ~l f -1 E 68.4, the composition L = M G E 8l.U and if the following condit,ions: 
B.L(~)
= $ [ d~( t ) -E ] -~[ C L (~) -R s ( f ) b~. ( t ) l [ b~' ( t ) R~( f ) -c~' ( t ) l -[ R d
t ) A d t ) + A~' ( t ) R d t ) l (3.10)
I and
Bsf(t) = ;d.w-'(t)[cAr(t) -R.w(t)b~(t)l [b.w'(t)Rx(t) -~.w'(t)l -[R.ri(t)A.dt) + A~r'(t)R.ri(t)l (3.11)
are satisfied, then t.he syst,em described by Fig. 1 is LTstable for all G E EA n 6r.w and N = E.
Theorem 2 (AVonZinear System): If there exists an operat.or L M E 89~4 n bru such t,hat, X -1 E $EA, L = MG E 8 r u , and the following conditions:
b) there exists a real symmet,ric bounded nonnegative-definite matrix R L (~) , solution of (3.10); and
are satisfied, then the syst.em described by Fig. 1 is &stable for all G E EA n ~I M
and M E XOU. Consider a single-output multi-input. system. The transfer function matrix G(s) can then be written as (using the aut,hors'' numbering of equations where possible) 
Remurk
